Instruments and private lessons
Goal: To provide an instrument and private lessons. Once lessons are completed,
students may keep the instrument from their lessons. Each student will have the
opportunity to choose an instrument and to learn how to play this instrument. Thanks
to our instructors Reuven AnafShalom (baritone), Kimberly Kang (violin), Jesse Morgen
(piano), Paul von Hagen (flute).
Session One
Student picks out an instrument and lessons begin. Lessons will be both face to face
and virtual, all depending upon the comfort level of the instructor and student.
Session Two ~ Students have three Choices:
! Choice one: Continue with the instrument; Student keeps the instrument, and the
lessons continue.
! Choice two: Change instruments: Student receives new instrument and lessons begin.
! Choice three: Stop lessons; Student returns instrument.

If possible, Instruments are kept at the Clubhouse to ensure COVID safety.
Starting a new instrument begins in the fall.
If the instructor and student want to continue lessons into the summer, they can.
Students’ responsibility:
! To have the desire take lessons, as well as the commitment to complete lessons.
! To attend lessons every week.
" If a lesson needs to be missed, the student will contact Gail and she will let

the teacher know.
" Instructors are paid when there is a no show. They will be paid by students’
Stipend.
Horns for Holidays Responsibility:

! To provide working instruments
! To provide instructors

Educate Youths Responsibility:
! To provide the location for lessons
! To provide the funds to pay the instructors
! To provide yearly maintenance for instrument.

Art Lessons
Goal: To provide art lessons. Curtis Wallace from Be Creative Studio provides weekly
lessons.
Students’ responsibility:
! To have the desire take lessons
! To have the commitment to complete the session

Be Creative Studio’s Responsibility:
! To provide weekly virtual or face to face lessons

Educate Youths Responsibility:
! To provide the location for lessons
! To provide the funds to pay the instructors
! To provide all the required material needed

